The Lesser Antillean Flycatcher enjoys catching and eating bugs. It sometimes hovers over plants searching for its next meal. At other times it will quietly perch directly on the plant and wait to strike its prey, for example a moth or spider.

If you were a Lesser Antillean Flycatcher, what kind of tasty bugs would you find in your backyard?

We would like you, together with a trusted adult, to go on a Bug Hunt!

Remember you are only LOOKING at the bugs. Some bugs can bite or sting you so you DO NOT need to TOUCH or COLLECT them.

Instead, if you have a camera or a phone you can take pictures of the bugs you see or ask the adult you’re with to take pictures for you.

Bugs like different types of weather, some like hot & dry weather ☀️, others like cool & rainy weather 🌧️, and some avoid flying on windy days. Some bugs are also easier to see at certain times of year, so you may not find all. That’s okay! You could try again on another day, see how many of the bugs listed below you can spot - will you see them all?

For older children (7 years and older), you can turn it into a competition by trying to find the most bugs in 15 minutes. The child who finds the most bugs, wins the Bug Hunt!